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NO. 2564HLMS TYPE TELEPHONE SETS 

(Card No. 2) 

SEE RATINGS 
BELOW 

Six-button, desk-type, modular key telephone sets arranged for hold (H) and pickup (P), as indicated in table. The spring combinations associated 

with the pickup buttons indicated in the table as (P) may be converted in the field for signaling. The pickup key buttons are of the illuminated 

type, i.e., when illuminated, they serve as line busy and/or incoming call signals. A blocking ring is furnished for use in blocking an unused 

button. Equipped with No. 51A lamps for illuminating the pickup buttons (one lamp for each button) . The (H) buttons are arranged for, but not 

equipped with, No. 51A lamps. 

Equipped with a line switch assembmly which breaks both the tip and ring sides of the line instead of the ring side only. 

The face plate is finished on the underside in a color corresponding to the color of the telephone set, with the exception of the 

clear spaces adjacent to the key buttons. 

The volume of the ringer can be varied by means of a knurled cam projecting through the base. By removing the housing and 

making a minor adjustment, the ringer can be silenced. 

Contain a KS-20419 Ll buzzer operating on 10 Vac. If required for ac and de operation, arranged for but not equipped with a 

KS-8109 buzzer which may be ordered separately, when required. 

Overall dimensions are 5.625 inches wide by 5.234 inches high by 9.621 inches deep. 

Face Plate 

Code No. Color Features Hand Set No. Color Rating 

2564HLMS-3 Black HPP(P) (P) (P) Gl5A-3 840485700 Charcoal A.T.&T.Co.Std. 

2564HLMS-50 Ivory " Gl5A-50 840485809 Muted ivory 

2564HLMS-51 Green " Gl5A-51 840485718 Light green 

2564HLMS-53 Red " Gl5A-53 840485692 Muted red 

Mfr.Vise. 
A.T.&T.Co.Std. 

Mfr.Disc. 

2564HLMS-56 Yellow " Gl5A-56 840485726 Light yellow 

2564HLMS-58 White " Gl5A-58 840485734 Light gray 

2564HLMS-60 Light beige " Gl5A-60 840485759 Muted beige 

2564HLMS-62 Aqua blue " Gl5A-62 840485767 Muted blue 

" u 

" " 
A.T.&T.Co.Std. 

Mfr.Disc. 

In addition to listed apparatus, each set contains a No. 4228T network, a No. D30D-87 mounting cord, an HlB ringer, a Np. 

636A key, a No. 616D (hand set cord) jack, and a H4DU type hand set cord. 
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